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Abstract: In this paper we introducing novel Handover Communication cared (HCC) handover method for
increase the efficiency and quality of handover with different level speed of mobile nodes and well verse
analytical model for heterogeneous network. We study the optimization of network performance in
communication based on admission control system communication errors and frequent handover in
heterogeneous wireless network. HCC Handover methods predict the level of nodes speed and divide into three
types of speed nodes: compatible speed, acceptable speed and over speed. Based on these mobile nodes speed
classifications, network types, context level, node energy, type of services are handover to effective
communication where often handover possible. Simulations models results show that the Handover
Communication Card and proposed handover algorithm are significantly improving the performance of the
network communication in terms of the handover failure, unable to do handover due to high speed and avoid
interrupted or unnecessary handover. Also the result shows class of network throughput higher than existing
methods.

Key words: Handover communication card  Fast handover  Heterogeneous wireless networks  Vertical
handoff  Quality of service

INTRODUCTION The insufficient signal in the area of WC is to deliver

The past few years, there have been some excellent wireless network (HWN)  also  providing  services with
innovative techniques helping seamless communication assured Quality of Service (QoS) and mobile user’s
in wireless communications (WC) network technology satisfactions. New technological developments like 4th
Figure 1. Wireless network and mobile network are Generation (4G) wireless systems offering fast
becoming an important and vital popular way to provide communications connectivity, rich service and big data
global communication access to mobile network users [1]. transfer rates.

the  real   time   applications   over  heterogeneous

Fig. 1: Heterogeneous wireless system
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Many of mobile users usually differ in terms of minimizes the handover time and generates unique
communications and network conditions, but are have not communication number while new user connecting in
boundary to, latencies, their offered different scaled origin network. This communication identity number used
bandwidth, cost of operating frequency and different level to connect with next network very quickly compare with
of coverage areas. Presently [2], no single wireless other existing methods. This proposed work intends to
communication methodology  claims  to  offer  cost  based increase the mobile user’s contentment, taking into
effective services, which offers high range of bandwidth account the quality of the presently utilized
and minimal latencies to all mobility users in a wide communication service that the knowledge of
coverage area. This is where the need for well-organized administration and end-user experiences at the mobile
vertical handover (VHO) between HWN technologies terminal. The fuzzy logic method is ideally suited for
becomes distinct. managing these bidirectional encountered in providing

The handoff process has two major stages: problems. Fuzzy arithmetic could be used to calculate

Handoff initiation level. variable tables.
Handoff execution level. The rest of details of these technologies organized as

In the handoff initiation stage, a decision making the process of handover, followed by a capacious
process regarding to the selection of the nearest new overview of the related work in the areas of vertical
Base Station (BS), or Access Point (AP), to which the handover decisions and heterogeneous wireless network
Mobile Station (MS) will be transferred. In the execution communication. In Chapter 3, an overall framework of the
stage, new radio communication links are formed between proposed handover method is presented. Simulation and
the base station or access point and mobile station and experimental results are presented in Chapter 4 and finally,
resources are allocated. Chapter 5 concludes this paper work.

Most of the existing handover algorithms, which are
based on a single metric or bi-metric, such as Received Related Work
Signal Strength (RSS) and traffic, do not trick the benefits Vertical Handover in HWN: The prime objective of VHO
of multiple criteria and intrinsic knowledge about the is to achieve mobility within heterogeneous wireless
sensitivities of these two handoff parameters in HWN networks. The heterogeneous wireless network consists
systems. Further, these existing decision making of multiple wireless technologies to provide diversified
algorithms [3] do not take quality of service into measures services to the mobile users. [4] Author as Mobility
to maximize the mobile end-users satisfaction. Factors like management addresses the key issues of location
available network bandwidth, throughput, security, cost, management and handoff management. Location
transmission power consumption, latency, nodes energy management tracks the User Equipment (UE) for
or battery level of MS and user preferences should be successful information delivery. Handoff management
thoroughly considered while performing these handover maintains the active connections to provide seamless
decisions. connectivity with the UE, as they change their point of

In this research work, an intelligent, knowledgeable, attachment to the network. In the converged HWN's, both
scalable, flexible and simplicity based hybrid scheme is intra-technology handoff and inter-technology handoff
proposed to perform experience and knowledgeable target co-exist. Intra-technology handoff is the traditional
network selection decision algorithm with smart horizontal handoff process in which the UE handoff
communication card. In the proposed work, have different between two Access Points (AP) or base stations using
wireless network parameters of all available candidate the same access technology. On the other hand, inter-
networks are utilized to determine a new point of access, technology handoff, or vertical handoff, occurs when the
or an access connectivity of network, within in minimal UE roams between different accesses technologies, While
duration handover connect with new network  access. HHO is a symmetric process, VHO is an asymmetric
The ABCD decision making algorithm utilizes certain process in which the UE moves between two different
rating algorithms to rate the available networks based on networks with different characteristics. This introduces
different criteria. The proposed scheme SCOM card the  concept  of  a  preferred  network, which is usually the

solutions for Multi Attribute Decision Making (MADM)

values, which is frequently expressed with linguistic

follows. Chapter 2 provides a summary of background on
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underlay in the desired HWNs, which provides better Received Signal Strength Based Algorithm: RSS is used
throughput performance, lower latency and error free at
lower cost for the users. This is indeed noticeable that the
advent of HWN allow for the deployment of non-
homogeneous transceivers, with the advantage of
improved spectral efficiency per unit area. One of the most
important features of HWN is the possibility to access
each tier of the HWN to the end users for availing all
kinds of services available. Emerging archetypes for
heterogeneous network architectures revolve around the
notion of the heterogeneous wireless Network to provide
multiple tiers, multi-technology and multiple services.

Vertical Handover Decision Making Algorithm: Earlier
studies on vertical handoff were based on various
parameters and applicable for different network
archetypes as per the attributes of the consideration. The
factors considered for vertical handoff algorithms are,
RSS, SINR, QoS, BER, security, type of networks, traffic
model, area of operation etc. The quality of handoff
depends upon the QoS of the service, quality of
experience, latency, handoff failure rate, decreased
handoff ping-pong and the number of service with inter-
technology support. The basic type of handoff discussed
in Fang and ImrichChlamtac introduced generalized
analytical results for handoff probability, to reflect the
realistic cases of emerging wireless systems.

Reported [5] a realistic performance analysis by
considering the sample RSS within the heterogeneous
wireless network for the voice application within focused
on WLAN only. However cases for other wireless
networks while proposing the VHO are not considered
here. Authors [7, 8] proposed a cross-layer-based
adaptive vertical handoff algorithm with predictive RSS to
reduce the unnecessary handoff while significantly
increasing utilization and decreasing connection
dropping. This approach determines the optimal target
network in two phases. One is polynomial regression RSS
prediction and another is Markov decision process
analysis [2]. The result [6] shows that the proposed
scheme significantly decreases the VoIP packet loss
probability, while the resulting increased total time
required for the vertical handoff procedure was
reasonable in the context of the 3G and WLAN handoff.
A realistic performance analysis by considering the
sample RSS within the heterogeneous wireless network
for the voice application focused on WLAN only [9] by
considering statistical properties of RSS the handoff
algorithm was proposed. Here the authors only consider
the RSS with the WLAN.

as the main handoff decision criterion in this group.
Various strategies have been developed to compare the
RSS of the current point of attachment with that of the
candidate point of attachment. In RSS based horizontal
handoff decision strategies are classified into the
following six subcategories: relative RSS, relative RSS
with threshold, relative RSS with hysteresis and relative
RSS with hysteresis and threshold and prediction
techniques [10]. For VHD, relative RSS is not applicable,
since the RSS from different types of networks can't be
compared directly due to the disparity of the technologies
involved. For example, separate thresholds for each
network. Furthermore, other network parameters such as
bandwidth are usually combined with RSS in the VHD
process. Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio based
VHOS: SINR is the key parameter for maintaining the QoS
and throughput of the networks. So the SINR can be
considered as the key parameter for vertical handoffs. So
several vertical handoff algorithms are proposed based on
SINR [12, 13].

Bandwidth  and    Channel    Allocation   Based
Algorithm:  Available    bandwidth    for   a mobile
terminal is the main criterion in this group of algorithms.
In some algorithms, both bandwidth and RSS information
are used in the decision process [14]. Depending on
whether RSS or bandwidth is the main criterion
considered in the algorithm. Latency and Cost based VHO
algorithms: Using lower latency technique the fast Mobile
handoffs can be achieved over different  wireless
technologies (e.g., WLAN, Cellular, WiMAX etc.). In each
wireless technology has different layer 2 handoff
procedures and the best low-latency technique for each
should be used to optimize the handoff performance.
Further deployment and experimentation are required to
determine which technique is best suited for
heterogeneous wireless networks. Further the
performance measurements and work on low-latency-over
the specifications in collaboration with the appropriate
wireless technology are required [15]. This class of
algorithms combines metrics such as monetary cost,
security, bandwidth and power consumption in a cost
function and the handoff decision is made by comparing
the result of this function for the candidate networks.
Different 34 weights are assigned to different input
metrics depending on the network conditions and user
preferences.
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Fig. 2: Handover classification and, if the signal strength falls below a threshold value,

Probability of Handoff Failure: A handoff failure occurs the base stations of “neighboring” cells to monitor the
when the handoff is initiated but the target network does signal from mobile station and to report back the results.
not have sufficient resources to complete it, or when the When the MSC receives the results, it will typically
mobile terminal moves out of the coverage of the target initiate a handoff to the cell that reported the highest
network before the process is finalized. [16] In the former signal strength. Notably, requiring “neighboring “base
case, the handoff failure probability is related to the stations to measure signal strengths and to report the
channel availability of the target network while in the results to the MSC takes up the cellular system's
latter case it is related to the mobility of the user. resources. For this reason, it is desirable to minimize the

Handoff Delay: Handoff delay is the duration between the “neighbor list.”
initiation and completion of the handoff process and is [19] “As an author says” TDMA differs from AMPS
related to the complexity of the Vertical Handoff Decision in that it typically uses mobile assisted handoff (MAHO).
making (VHD) process. Reduction of the handoff delay is In the MAHO approach, each mobile station periodically
especially important for delay sensitive voice or monitors the signal strength of the control channel of its
multimedia applications. current cell or sector, as well the signal strengths of the

Improving Handover Speed in Heterogeneous Wireless list.” Typically, the wireless network transmits to the
Network: The proposed handoff algorithm consists of mobile station a “neighbor list” to use each time it enters
two processes: pre-handoff and handoff. In pre-handoff a new cell or sector. The mobile station periodically
process, the Handover Communication Card and Gauss- reports its signal strength measurements for the various
Markov mobility model is used to predict the location of members of its neighbor list to its current base station and
mobile station. Followed by handoff process, the mobile the cellular system typically initiates handoffs based on
station is handoff to the best candidate serving cell, these measurements [20]. Because of the limited number
which is selected by the predicated location and service of time slots available to each mobile station with which
type [17]. As shown in Figure 2, the mobile station begins to make signal strength measurements and to report the
to perform pre-handoff and handoff at the pre-handoff results, it is desirable to keep the size of each neighbor list
boundary and neighbor list construction, respectively. to a minimum. Moreover, the IS-54B TDMA specification

Neighbor List Construction: When a mobile station the IS-136 TDMA specification sets a limit of 24 cells or
currently in wireless communication with a given base sectors in each neighbor list.
station starts to move out of the range of good wireless
communication during the course of a call, the wireless Handover Communication Card (HCC): HCCard access
network will attempt to find another base station, or point authorized based identity code creation for each
another sector of the given base station, with which the mobile  user  through that code a mobile user connect one

mobile station can continue wireless communication with
minimal interruption [18]. This process of transferring a
mobile station from one cell to another, or from one sector
to an other is termed “handoff.”

Though the details of the handoff process may differ,
depending on whether the wireless network uses AMPS,
TDMA, CDMA, or some other format, in each case the
network will typically have defined for each cell or sector
a set or list of “neighbor” cells or sectors that serve as
handoff candidates. For example, in AMPS systems, the
base station currently communicating with a given mobile
station will monitor the mobile station's signal strength

the base station informs the MSC. The MSC then orders

number of cells or sectors in a given “neighbor set” or

control channels of the cells or sectors in its “neighbor

sets a limit of 12 cells or sectors in each neighbor list and
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Fig. 3: Handover Communication card architecture

network to next network without re-invite on a next Optimal call admission control (CAC) schemes are
network. That identity code creation based connection always preferred, but they are not necessarily attainable,
parameters and basic details to connect next network. particularly in realistic scenarios with a large problem size
This HCCard method provides service for fast mobile user and complicated system parameter interdependence. As
when they have very minimal handover time CA also such, heuristics and intelligent techniques are widely
monitoring and manage the identity code. used to find sub optimal call admission control scheme.

Stochastic Call Admission Control (CAC): Quality-of- proactive (parameter based) or reactive (measurement
service parameters are guaranteed with some probabilistic based).
confidence.  By    relaxing    quality-of-service  guarantees, In proactive call admission control schemes, the
these schemes can achieve a higher utilization than incoming call is admitted/denied based on some
deterministic approaches. predictive/analytical assessment of the quality-of-service

Most of the call admission control (CAC) schemes constraints. In reactive call admission control schemes,
which are investigated fall in the stochastic category. the incoming call might start transmission (by transmitting

Figure 3 depictsa classifications of stochastic call some probing packets or using reduced power). Then the
admission control schemes proposed for cellular reactive call admission control scheme decides to
networks. Call admission control schemes can be admit/reject the call based on the QoS measurements
classified based upon the number of services/classes. during the transmission attempt at the beginning.
Single-class call admission control has been dominant in Call admission control can also be classified based
first and second generation (2G) wireless cellular networks on the information needed in the call admission control
when voice service was the main (and sometime the only) process. Some CAC schemes use the cell occupancy
offered service. With the growing interest of data and information. This class of call admission control schemes
multimedia services, single-class call admission control requires a model or some assumption for the cell
schemes are no longer sufficient and as a result multiple- occupancy. Alternatively, call admission control schemes
service/class call admission control schemes are more might use mobility information (or estimation) in making
relevant, especially in the enhanced second generation the admission decision. The use of mobility information,
(2.5G) and third generations and beyond (3G/4G). The however, is more complicated and requires more signaling
design of multiple-service/class call admission control [22]. The information granularity used in call admission
schemes is more challenging since some critical issues, control schemes can be considered at the cell level or at
such as service prioritization, fairness and resource the user level. If a uniform traffic model is assumed,
sharing policy, must be considered. information  of  one  cell  is enough to represent the whole

Call admission control schemes can be classified as
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network condition. In anon-uniform traffic model, employed in the proposed scheme because of its
however, information from different cells is required to
model the network status, which increases the information
size. The third case, in which information of each
individual user is considered, of course leads to a huge
information size. Call admission control schemes have
been designed either for the uplink or the downlink. In the
uplink, transmit power constraint is more serious than in
the downlink since the MS is battery operated. On the
other hand, call admission control in the downlink needs
information feedback from MSs to the BSs for efficient
resource utilization. Applying call admission control for
both links jointly is crucial since some calls might be
admissible in one of the links and non-admissible in the
other, particularly for asymmetrical traffic. Jeon and Jeong
have proposed a joint call admission control scheme for
both the uplink and downlink. The call request is admitted
only if it is admissible in both uplink and downlink. The
asymmetry between uplink and downlink traffic, which is
one of the characteristics of some multimedia services
such as Web browsing, has been taken into account by
adjusting the allocated bandwidth to each link in the call
admission control based on the traffic characteristics in
each link.

It has been shown that this asymmetric allocation
enhances resource utilization and other quality-of-service
parameters such as Pb and Phf. This work has been
extended to investigate the same problem in CDMA
networks. The impact of the bandwidth allocation
between UL and DL on QoS parameters has been
analyzed using a SIR- based call admission control
scheme for voice and data (asymmetric) services.

Table 1:
Parameters Values
Simulation Height H Base 5:50m
station Height Hb T-R 12:28m
separation distance d0 4km
Close in reference 0.5 km
distance Carrier frequency 930 MHz
fc Wave length 300fc m

Congestion Control Based Call: Dynamic channel
allocation algorithms assign channels to users
dynamically based on traffic conditions of cells. DCA
alleviates hot spot traffic and improves spectrum
efficiency. DCA can be centralized or distributed. In
centralized DCA, all channels are placed in a common pool
and dynamically assigned  according  to  some  strategy.
It provides an optimum solution for channel assignment.
However,  in   distributed  DCA,  channels  are  assigned
to  users  by  their  base station.  Centralized  approach  is

advantages (best performance) under heavy traffic. Since
arriving calls can be busty, a ticket scheduling is
employed. In ticket scheduling, each call is given a ticket
and decision is made by choosing ticket at random and
the call holding that ticket gets the channel.

The available resources are the maximum number of
channels in the cell and the buffer capacity that is used to
queue real-time and non -real time handoff calls in case no
channels are available. It is assumed that the number of
channels in a cell is constant due to the fact that wireless
resources are limited. The buffer capacity can be changed
depending on the input traffic.

The basic steps of the proposed algorithm are
presented next. When user calls arrive and calls are from
different cells, calls are served between lines 3 and 10.
However, if the calls are from same cell, ticket scheduling
assists in serving the calls. In cases where no channel is
free, since handoff calls are considered critical, real-time
and

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This Network simulation work is shows the best
method to indicate that a solution is likely to work in an
environment where the real-life network is not easily
available. This attempts to explain viewed behavior using
a set of simple and understandable rules. These rules can
be used to predict the outcome of experiment involving
the given physical situation. Network simulator will used
to write the simulation program to implement the system
characteristics with all the necessary QoS parameters to
determine the various blocking probabilities.

The simulator will generate different data, which will
act as the rate at which different traffics enter a real life
network, an indication of the system state. This would be
used in calculating the different probabilities i.e. new call
blocking probability and handoff call dropping
probability.

Fig. 4: Performance analysis of HCC
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Table 2:
No. of nodes HCC comn MADM
50 125 164
100 157 200
150 183 244
200 200 290
250 245 304

Part of any policy design is performance analysis.
After the new CAC in relation to buffer management
policy have been developed, a performance analysis of
the system will be carried out, shown in detailed graphs,
under different scenarios to test the efficiency of the
system. Performance metrics include the new call blocking
probability, handoff call dropping probability and buffer
size. These metrics would represent the number of new
calls and handoff calls blocked by the system at any point
in time. Network resource utilization is often a good
indicator of efficiency in systems where resources may
become congested even though others are ignored.
Finally, the effect of buffer size on handoff call blocking
probability will also be investigated with appropriate
documentation for effective deployment of the scheme.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel speed and service-
sensitive handoff algorithm and handover communication
card of heterogeneous wireless networks. The proposed
handoff algorithm consists of pre-handoff and handoff
processes. In pre-handoff process, the HCC summarized
attributes verifications time and generated unique id for
each call, Gauss- Markov mobility model is used to predict
the speed of mobile stations and the best pre-handoff
triggering time. In handoff process, the best candidate-
serving cell is determined before the channel
deterioration, by jointly considering the predicted speed
of mobile stations, network conditions and service types.
Then, we propose an analytical model for such a
handover communication system. Simulations and
analytical results show that comparing with traditional
RSS-based handoff algorithms; our proposed handoff
algorithm can effectively reduce the handoff failure
probability and the unnecessary handoff probability and
meanwhile improves the system throughput.
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